
  

  Quality in every detail
  

What are fashion ribbons? For us, fashion ribbons are small textiles based on widely varying technologies.
They always reflect high-quality fashion and quality in details. To achieve this, each year we develop a
variety of articles according to the current trends and customer requirements. This gives us an extensive
archive of patterns, designs and qualities. Only the best of these make up our new collection twice a year.

Our product portfolio

In addition to the current collection our product portfolio includes a range of several hundred articles to
which we add on a regular basis. We ensure through close cooperation with test institutions, customers and
partners from the entire supply chain that we further develop our products based on the newest
technologies.

Has this spiked your interest in a first review of our product variety? Please view the following pictures or
contact our Sales and Consulting Team; they will be happy to present our product also onsite! Please
convince yourself of the quality of our developments by reviewing our references.

 
 
  

  

http://moll-textil.com/contact.html


  

  



  

 

  Your wishes
  

Which of the following features are most important for you: Reliability, color, functionality or degree of
innovation? Please choose with us either the product that suits your requirements from our product
portfolio or initiate a new or further development. We develop optimal products especially for your needs
using our crochet, raschel and weaving technology in combination with the textile equipment.

Are you looking for a supplier that offers ribbons in a large variety of colors? Or would you prefer your
special color exactly coordinated with your product? In either case you are in good hands with us, because
we dye also small batches upon customer request and have many articles in stock as raw material.

 

  

  



Maybe we have a product that meets your requirements precisely. Just ask us! We are happy to advise you
and will provide you with sample cards because textile products cannot just be described, they have to be
felt.

  

Our Development Service

You are looking for a special product, which does not exist in the market in this form, or you want to
implement your own ideas with Moll’s know-how? Get to know our Development Service or approach
our Product Management directly! We are looking forward to support you in the realization of new
products.

  References
  

Every customer, no matter if small or large, is of equal importance to us. As a team, we are only satisfied
when your needs and requirements have been fulfilled optimally.

We have many customers that share exciting projects, long-term cooperation and experiences with us.
Here we want to show you some of our reference customers. Maybe soon you will be one of them?

http://moll-textil.com/development-service.html
http://moll-textil.com/contact.html
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